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THEORETICAL N'IODELS OF THE
COLOUR \IISION NETWORK

P. L. \\'ALRAVEN
Ittstitute for Perceþtion TNO, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

I. INTRODUCTION

From the tremendous amount of literature available on colour vision it
emerges that most r
matic opponent the
the colour vision ne

variations is the model proposed by Walraven (r962) and later amended

by Vos and \\¡alraven (tgZt). It rvould be appropriate to discuss in full
detail every ryritten variation. Ho',vever, due to lack of space and time,

I have chosen for description the amended \\¡alraven model. \\4rere
appropriate, other thoughts are mentioned rvhere they deviate from-this
model, or rvhere they give more explicit form to certain parts of the
model.

2. THE PRINCIPLE OF THE MODEL

A schematic lepresentation of the model is given in Fig. r. Essential

characteristics are that the signals from a Helmhoitz-type three recePtor

zone are converted to Hering-type antagonistic red-green and yellou'-
blue colour signals, and to a brightness signal which is the sum of the
signals from the three receptor signals.

The sensitivity curves of the three systems, and thus the absorption
spectra of the three different pigments in different cones, govern the
cõlour mirture laws, the linear addition of the receptor signals takes

t pigments
by micro-

964) made
e necessity

to assume chromatic channels separate from a brightness channel in
the information transport rvas already indicated by Piéron (r939), who
showed that the lumiaosity cun'e changes onlv slightly after moderate

chromatic adaptation. Without this assumption this experimental fact
is deadly for the Helmholtz theory. In particular Hurvich and Jameson
(196o) have stressed this point. They also have indicated, on the basis
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F¡c. r. Schematic¿l representation of the described zone model of
colour vision.

3. À MORE DETá,rLED prcTURE OF THE MODEL

The rcceþtor leoel

_ In Fig. e the scheme of neural processing according to Vos and
Walraven (r97r) is given. The photopic retinã is built up of red (R),
green (G) and blue (B) cones. Of course colour names should not be
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f n accordance l'r'ith general consensus it is assumed that the B-receptors
are distinctly lower in population density. In general it is assumed that
the R- and G-systems are more or less equivalent as to the mtmber of
receptors. In this model, holever, it is assumed that there are trvice as

many R-receptors as G-receptors. The proportion of R-, G- and B-
receptors is assumed to be 4o:zo:r. These data are average values.
Depending upon the place in the retina the ratio might change. Thus,
it is probable that the blue receptors in the centre of the fovea are even
more scarce (Ruddock and Burton, r97a).
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Frc. z. Scheme of neu¡al colour processing.

The derivation of the numbers of receptors and their spectral absorp-
tion curves is mostly based upon the observation that dichromatic
vision can be conceived as a reduced form of normal trichromatic
vision, plus a number of additional data.

In the model trvo main types of colour defectiveness are easily placed:
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Frc. 3. The used set of spectral sensitivity functions for the foveal
receptor systerns,
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loss of the B-receptors. The location of the dichromatic confusion
genjles are in the xr, yr-diagtam (revised CIE diagram according to
Judd, r95r).

protanopic centre æ: o.7465 y:.ozS3S
deuteranopiccentre x:r.4o y: -o.+o, tritanopic centre fr: o.t7+8 ! : o.oo4+

The corresponding fundamental response curves are given in Fig. 3.
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According to Pokorny and Smith (1972) these curves are in excellent
agreement rvith the luminosity curyes of protanopes and deuteranopes.
The h¡'pothesis that deuteranopes have botir the normal red and the
normal grcen pigment, and tlìat the nerves from the tu'o kinds of cones
a¡e 'fused' is in this scheme rejected. That hypothesis has been very
popular because the confusion lines of deuteranopes at the CIE diagram
seemed to converge very near #: r'o, -?: o'oo. This point is the
theoretical convergence point for such a fusion deuteranope. But
Nimeroff (r97o) cleared up a longstanding error. He has sholvn from
the literature, including some from Russian sources, and tiom his orvn
measurements that although there is a considerable spread, the conver-
gence points have a rveighted mean of .t: r'5f andy -- -o'54. The
chosen rr- and 1'r-values in our scheme are in the permissable range of
Nime¡off's data. Ii is also in accordance rvith Alpern ef a/. (r968) and
Richards and Luria (1968), rvho conclude that all the deuteranopes
they studied rvere completely lacking the green pigment. A¡d it is
also in line rvith Rushton's lierv that in addition to cyanolabe the
protanope has only the pigment chlorolabe (r963) and the deuteranope
only the pigment erythrolabe (tS6S).

The densities of these pigments has been a matter of dispute in recent
years. Although the connìon vierv u-as that these densities in cones
$'ere pretty low', the report b\¡ Dobelle et al. Q96g) suggests high values
(>o.Z). This finding gives more basis to the so-called self-screening
hypothesis, rvhich esplains the deviations in colou¡ matching after
bleaching (Brindley, 1955; Terstiege, 1966), changes in the Stiles-
Crar4ord effect after bleaching (Walraven, r966) and the second Stiles-
Crarvford effect .(\\¡alraven and Bouman, 196o). A tetrachromatic
hlpothesis, 'where a fourth receptor s)'stem is introduced, li.ke that
suggested by Ingling (tq6g), is then not necessary

The determination of the ratio of number of receptors will be treated
in the next section on the neryous processing.

The nervous processíng
The Bezold-Brücke effect is the change in hue rvhen coloured light is

changed in intensitS'. The classical measurements were made by Purdy
(r93r, 1937), confirmed by Yan der \Yildt and Bouman (1968) and
Boynton and Gordon (t96S), and extended to the purple region of the
spectrum by Walraven (196r).

Light of the wavelengths 57o nm and 476 nm does not change, these

are invariant hues. Walraven (196r) has shorvn that the effect can be
explained quantitatively in terms of saturation of nervous processing
in the separaterchromatic mechanisms. The neutral wavelengths are

those at rvhich the antagonistic R-G and Y-B nervous processes are in
balance, so that they saturate at the same rate, and so that the ratio of
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their load levels ¡emains equal to one, from rorv to high stimulation
levels.

As a matter of fact, we find here
chromatic and brightness channels
to explain the Bezold-Brücke eff
also in the brightness channel, r,r
So these non-linear processes must c

Coming back to the condition
amounts to

vufun : constant and r,"þ" _ constant
r .being the neural activity instead of the physicar stimulation rseeFig. z)- Leaving aside by which actual pro..i, ä"¿ i"-*rri.i,I*, ìììt,neryous saturation occurs, this condition meâns, e.g. for 5Zo.ra,,tu,tfre R- and G-receptors should have equal input."rvith"i\i. ;;ä"¡,r"
the number of R- and G-receptors in the retinaì area under ;;";iã;;_
tion, and with Rrro and Grro for the systemloads, tte m"th.mati.ul
expression for equal receptor load is

Ruro _ Grro
N. N;

Similarly for 476 nm we get,

(R*G)¿zu _ Bnru

N**n /V;
in which we have to consider -Ày'¡'ç as the number of receptors feedinginto the (R+G)-ctra"nel, assrrmì.rg that the y_signal:'R+G. ih'.
spectral sensitivities at the indicated. wavelengths (sãe nig. Ji F;,i;;the answer:

N¡:N.:2;¡ and ÀI":N**o : I:2o.

REVIEW OF .ALTERN¡,TIVE MODELS

In the scheme of Fig. z it is left open how at the balance leyel the
messages from the receptors a.e ,.còded into opponent responses in
the two chromatic channels and the brightness channel.

Jameson and Hurvich (1968) and Richter (r9ó9) derive opponeût
responses as linear relations with the absorption cúrves of thË pnoto-

3l ""åjnfä#,'""1169) and Meessen (1968)
mations before recording

The processes depend also on the state of adaptation. Koenderink
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et al. (t972) rvorked out a Weber-adaptation model. Other refi.nements
are possible for certain cases rvhere Abney's law apparently does not
hold, as for instance, at tl'¡e absolute threshold. Guth (197r) considers
vector addition then as a useful alternative to Abney's larv.

As indicated by the use of the terms trita-signal and deuta-signal in
Fig. z the scheme supposes in f¿ct that normal colour vision is a combi-
nation of tritanopic (interaction of the R- and G-system) and deutera-
nopic (interaction of the Y- and B-svstem) vision. The term deutera-
nopic is based on the'old' notion that deuteranopia is due to fusion of
the red and green s)-stenìs. Judd and Yonemura (r969) suggest, foiiorv-
ing the tr'Iüller theory, that it is a combination of tritanopic and pro-
tanopic vision. Hassenstein (r967) presents another variation bv assum-
ing that the green system is antagonistic to a combined action of blue
and yellorv systems. Abranov (1968) rejects the G-input in the Y-B
channel, Guth el al. (1968) the B-input to the brightness channel as *'ell.
Wiesel and Hubel (r966) raised doubts as to the presence of the G-input
into the Y-B s¡*stem.

At present there is not enough evidence to make a choice between
all the mentioned variations. \\¡ith this in mind, I still prefer the hypo-
thesis that Y : R+G, because the properties of colour discrimination
along the tritanopic confusion lines in the normal colour mixture
diagram are the same for normals, if colour discrimination along these
lines is considered as the interaction of the (R+G)-systern and the
B-system (Walraven and Bouman, 1966). But even this is loaded rvith
doubts norv, because one of the facts emerging from the discussions
at the Helmholtz N{emorial Symposium on Color }Ietrics (1972) is
that the variability in colour díscrimination data does not yet permit
definite conclusions as to the model used for predicting colour ciis-

crimination and the formulation of the line-element. Nevertheless,
the choice of Y : R+G seems to my mind the most simple and there-
fore obvious choice.

In this \vay groups of receptors are linked. This fits in with a sugges-
tion by Bouman (r969) that the cones of the human retina are organized
in distinct units rvhich he calls 'human ommatidia'. Such an ommati-
dium contai¡s red, green and blue cones in certain proportions, and
also rods in a number dependent upon eccentricity. This brings in an
element which has to be added in a way that they act as white signals
which inundate the red-green and yellorv-blue channels more and
more as eccentricity increases. This would explain the tendency towards
dichromacy and monochromacy rvith increasing eccentricity.

Hough (1968) and Ruddock (r97r) think along the same line that
rod signaþ are colorimetrically neutral but suppose more specifically,
supported by Trezona (tg7o), that the rods and blue cones share their
input before recording takes place.
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6. ¡,IncEssany FURTnER DEvELopMENTS

model.
Spatial colour transfer function

yellow-blue is smaller than for
those inhibitory effects as occur
sources of ùIach bands, are verv
of colour vision. Colour ìIach br
interactions, difierent for each of
brightness channel, must be tarien lnto account in order to compretethe model. A first attempt of such ki.ra ha, ¡een made by Koenderinket al. QgTz).

roversies changed from Helm_
trichromatic opponent scheme.
by objective measurements in

forqsyglopfrysicarander::4i,t,ö,iiîff T",i::".:'å,t1'_";ï:;:our insight in the mechanisms'oícolo,i ui.io".
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